
Year 9 Summer Term 1 
15th April 22nd April 29th April 6th May 13th May 20th  May 

Art 

Alebrijes project: Completing  final paintings  using colour theory knowledge. 

Homework 

Cut Out photography Challenge Freaky object challenge Pick & Mix art task 

Dance 

Performing arts Dance - Exploration of a professional work - Gaining knowledge in choreographic intention, movement content, costume, Lighting and 
set design.  

Core Dance - Understanding how dance aids your personal and social health, fitness and wellbeing. 

Homework 

Costume design.  Create a short movement phrase reflecting your 
character  Rehearsal  

Drama 

Core drama - Exploring the style of T.I.E and the techniques which are used in a performance of this.  
Performing arts Drama - Exploring the role of a production team in the creation of a drama performance. 

Homework 

Write a monologue/diary entry explaining how 
their character feels about the new friend that 

they have met. 
Line Learning for performance Line Learning for performance 

English 

GCSE Language and Literature Preparation 

Homework 

Revision techniques Assessment  Working with extracts Speech writing Speech rehearsal  



Food 

Nutritional aspects of food. Food and religion  

Homework  

Plan a menu for a teenager Culinary provenance  Food and religion 

French 

Talking about plans and holidays 
Homework 

Languagenut vocabulary Languagenut vocabulary Languagenut vocabulary 

Geography 

Dynamic Landscapes + Post-industrial London OR Rollover Topic 1: Urban issues and challenges 

Homework 

Dynamic Landscapes GOOGLE QUIZ Amazon river: Research task Revision for progress review 

Graphics 

Digital Heroes Photoshop drawing (Heroes and Villains) 

Homework 

Practice drawing accurately proportioned heads 
using the Loomis method. 

Research of artist style in proportion to a digital 
drawing in that style. Creative drawing and design task. 

History 

How did the Holocaust affect Britain? 

Homework 

Historical Scholarship: Medieval Anti-Semitism The significance of World War Two Historical Scholarship: Genocide 



IT/Computing 

Programming: Basic Python course on the internet (https://www.turinglab.co.uk/) 
This is an online programming course that students will complete both in lessons and at home. 

Homework 

Online Quiz: Operators Online Quiz: Selection IF/ELSE Online Quiz: Count-controlled iteration 

Maths Higher 

Algebra 3: topics to be covered include linear simultaneous equations, rearranging equations and identifying algebraic graphs.                                
Geometry 3: topics to be covered include trigonometry with non-right angled triangles and exact trigonometric values and a review of Geometry 1 

(angle facts, Pythagoras and basic trigonometric ratios) 

Homework 

Homework will consist of consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments 

Maths Crossover 

Number 2: topics to be covered include arithmetic with fractions, fraction, decimal and percentage conversions and rounding and estimation.    
Geometry 3: topics to be covered include trigonometry with non-right angled triangles, volume and surface area of prisms and a review of Geometry 1 

& 2 (angle facts, area & perimeter, Pythagoras theorem, transformation, circles and basic trig ratios) 

Homework 

Homework will consist of consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments 

Maths 
Foundation 

Number 2: topics to be covered include arithmetic with fractions, fraction, decimal and percentage conversions and rounding and place value.  
Geometry 3: topics to be covered include properties of 3D shapes, circles and review of Geometry 1 (angle facts, properties of 2D shapes and area & 

perimeter) 

Homework 

Homework will consist of consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments 

PE Athletics, Cricket, Rounders, Tennis 

Product Design 

Plastics and electronics 

Homework 

Research the properties of plastics Develop design ideas worksheet Working with electronics worksheet 



PHSHE Relationships and Sex Education 

RE/Phil 

Evil and suffering 

Homework 

Evaluate a statement SMHW quiz Advice letter 

Science 

Structure Determines Properties: The Periodic Table; Characteristics are Inherited: Stem Cells; Reactions Rearrange Matter: Chemical Reactions 1 

Homework 

Kay Science retrieval 
quizzing 

Kay Science 
consolidation quizzing 

Kay Science retrieval 
quizzing 

Kay Science 
consolidation quizzing 

Kay Science retrieval 
quizzing 

Kay Science 
consolidation quizzing 

Spanish 

Where I live: house and town 
Homework 

Languagenut vocabulary Languagenut vocabulary Languagenut vocabulary 

Textiles 

Developing skills understanding the work of others and embellishment techniques- Hunterwasser mini project 

Homework 

Hunterwasser quiz Evaluation of work so far Final design idea 

       
       

       



 


